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Abstract
In this work, we introduce and experimentally evaluate a
new hybrid software-hardware Transactional Memory pro-
totype based on Intel’s Haswell TSX architecture. Our pro-
totype extends the applicability of the existing hardware
support for TM by interposing a hybrid fall-back layer be-
fore the sequential, big-lock fall-back path, used by standard
TSX-supported solutions in order to guarantee progress. In
our experimental evaluation we use SynQuake, a realistic
game benchmark modeled after Quake. Our results show
that our hybrid transactional system,which we call HythTM,
is able to reduce the number of transactions that go to the se-
quential software layer, hence avoiding hardware transaction
aborts and loss of parallelism. HythTM optimizes applica-
tion throughput and scalability up to 5.05x, when compared
to the hardware TM with sequential fall-back path.

1. HythTM: Layered Design
HythTM extends the standard RTM TSX hardware support
solution (Dai Wang et al. 2014) by interposing a hybrid
layer between the two existing transactional layers: the RTM
hardware-only layer, and the last resort fall-back of lock-
ing the software global lock for the execution of the en-
tire critical section. We use an object-based tracking mech-
anism where each transactional object is assigned an object
tag which maintains HythTM statistics for the respective ap-
plication object. Each tag contains two fields: (1) a version
number, and (2) a conflict counter.

Shared accesses in the first layer, which uses RTM for
hardware-only speculative execution, do not need to be ex-
plicitly tracked in software. However, even in this layer,
write operations are trapped and version numbers for each
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object are incremented. The intermediate hybrid layer traps
both reads and writes for the purposes of read set, write set
and statistics collection. Finally, the execution of the big-
lock fall-back path prevents the concurrent execution of any
hardware transaction.

2. Mechanism for Varying the Tracking
Granularity in HythTM

As mentioned above, HythTM has statistics collection sup-
port for detecting the optimal object tracking granular-
ity (Burcea 2015). The version numbers are incremented
only inside hardware transactions where the respective ob-
ject is updated, either in Layer 1, or in the hardware commit
transaction of Layer 2. The conflict counter is incremented
every time that a read validation check on this object fails.

Varying the tracking granularity of an application object
can be done by simply reassigning its tag pointer to point
to a different object tag. All objects sharing the same TM-
maintained object tag will be tracked as a unit for the pur-
poses of conflict detection by the TM.

For SynQuake, we use two levels of tracking granular-
ity: fine granularity and coarse granularity. High degree of
contention between game objects require a fine granularity
of tracking while a medium to low contention can utilize a
coarser granularity.

For each leaf node in the game tree, we evaluate if the
respective conflict counter for that area node is above some
threshold and also more than a percentage of the total con-
flicts generated by all area nodes. A node splitting operation
continues to split the newly generated nodes recursively us-
ing a pre-computed estimate of the tree depth we wish to
achieve. The pre-computed estimate uses the simplifying as-
sumption that each time we split we are halving the num-
ber of conflicts, and thus determines the number of times we
need to split in order to fall under the conflict counter thresh-
olds.
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2.1 Benefits of Automatic Tag Granularity
Management

Utilizing the shared version tag mechanism described in
Section 2, HythTM creates smaller, software-based read-
sets. For HythTM with coarser granularities, the reduction
in the number of tags that need to be checked at the read
validation stage leads to a shorter read validation phase,
hence a shorter commit phase, and therefore a higher chance
of successful hardware commit. Additionally, if false sharing
is not a problem, then managing a smaller number of version
tag objects may gain significant performance improvements
in HythTM because of better cache behaviour.

3. Evaluation
Our experiments are run on the same Intel i7-4770 Haswell
chip-set with TSX support and are compiled with GCC
v4.8.1. All of the results presented are averaged over 3 runs
to eliminate the effect of possible statistical errors and run-
time anomalies.

3.1 Throughput improvement
Figure 1 shows the percentage of transactions that success-
fully commit in each layer for different contention levels of
Synquake. We show the statistics with both the hybrid layer
disabled and enabled for showing the effectiveness of hav-
ing the hybrid layer. It is clearly seen that in all contention
levels, the hybrid layer significantly increases the throughput
in hardware layer. The limitation for hybrid disabled version
points to the contention for the global single fall-back lock.
The HythTM version mitigate and delay such contention
throughout transaction execution by introducing additional
layers, therefore giving an improved throughput.
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Figure 1: Hardware layer throughput improvement for dif-
ferent contention levels with hybrid layer enabled.

3.1.1 Scalability of Throughput Improvement
Our HythTM system not only improves the throughput from
the first hardware layer, but also the improvement scales with
increased number of threads. Figure 2 shows the scalability
of the relative increase in the number of hardware transac-
tions due to the presence of the hybrid layer for different
game contention levels. The relative increase is calculated

by normalizing to the number of hardware commits in a sin-
gle threaded run. The improvement in scalability is best for
the noquest scenario, as there is much less contention than
in the other game scenarios. For the more realistic 4quest
scenario, the scalability is still good. We appreciate that our
results show scaling potential, although our evaluation can-
not easily be extended to a large number of cores until they
become available commercially.
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Figure 2: Scalability of Hardware layer throughput improve-
ment for different contention levels with hybrid layer en-
abled.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we investigate HythTM, which interposes a
hybrid transactional fall-back layer between the hardware-
only layer and the sequential, software-only fallback layer
of the standard Intel TSX solution. Our experimental re-
sults with a HythTM supported implementation of Syn-
Quake shows throughput improvements of up to a factor
of 5.05x compared to the standard Intel TSX architecture
also with good scalability. This combination of performance
and programmability would greatly help programmers to-
wards achieving the ultimate desirable for the programming
experience: correctness, simplicity, and performance.
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